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CCI offers workstation safety solutions to prevent the spread of COVID-19 while complying with ESD requirements. Choose 
between several standard solutions (no tooling) or let us work with you to develop a solution that fits your workstations. 

The correct solution for worker safety is ESD safe, creates a barrier and is cleanable with IPA. 
All of these designs meet those criteria.

ECONOMICAL CFP PANELS
This single wall CFP conductive fluted plastic panel can be easily mounted at work 
stations with zip ties or clamps. This is a quick and economical way to create a 
safer, cleanable work space.

ESD-SAFE WORKSPACE D IV IDERS

WINDOWED CFP PANELS
To separate work spaces but to keep communication and visibility, CCI’s CFP panels 
with KleanStat Flex windows are a perfect solution. Flanges on the bottom and at 
back of the panel allow the panels to be attached to the bench with a PSA of your 
choice. The panels are IPA cleanable, while maintaining ESD properties.

KLEANSTAT CURTAINS
This design allow you to hang curtains to separate work stations for a long term 
solution to worker safety. The curtains can be made with 1.25” holes or with a loop 
to fit a similar diameter rod or metal bracket. Develop a bracket that fits with your 
work bench and CCI will provide curtains to slide on. The curtains will provide years 
of ESD protection and they can be cleaned regularly with IPA and retain the static 
dissipative properties.

PART # L X W 15 25 50 100
WSD3024 38 x 31.5" $31.50 $26.05 $21.75 $17.75

PART # L X W 15 25 50 100
WSD3024W 30 x 24" $95.50 $88.25 $78.25 $74.75

PART # L X W 10 25+
KSC2330-15-PVC 23 X 30” $15.00 $14.25

KSC2348-15-PVC 23 x 48” $20.40 $19.35

KSC2360-15-PVC 23 X 60” $24.00 $22.80

PART # L X W 10 25+
KSC2330-15-TPU 23 X 30” $33.75 $32.00

KSC2348-15-TPU 23 x 48” $49.50 $47.00

KSC2360-15-TPU 23 X 60” $60.00 $57.00

*These are priced in three lengths and two material options: TPU and PVC. Both have long term  
properties. The TPU has better outgassing properties while the PVC is more economical.
**Add -H to the part number for die cut holes instead of RF welded loop at the top.

Shown with holes.  Shown with loop.
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